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Brizo Articulating Kitchen Faucet
New from Brizo is the Articulating Kitchen Faucet.
This kitchen faucet was inspired in part by highprofile chefs who made it clear that their home
kitchens were missing the “efficient functionality” of
the commercial spaces they work in.
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The articulating faucet’s spray wand can be easily
docked and undocked without it’s shepherd’s hook
hose loosing shape over time. Add that to a collection of
Solna Collection in
innovative technologies, including MagneDock®, and the
Matte Black
new articulating faucet helps create a work flow that’s as
smart as it is versatile.
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“The beauty of the articulating arm is how well it
can direct water where you need it.”
The articulating faucet design has been
incorporated in both the Artesso and Solna faucet
collections. For more information on Brizo
articulating kitchen faucets, call Lori or Julie with
Northern Plains Plumbing at (701) 222-2155.
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Come See Us at the 2016 BMHBA Home Show
The annual BMHBA Home Show will be held on February 19-20, 2016 at the
Bismarck Event Center. Northern Plains Plumbing, Heating & Air will again have two
different booth locations at this year’s show.

HOURS:

Stop by to check out what we can do or to just say hi! We will look forward to seeing
you there.

Monday—Thursday:

Home Show Hours

7 AM—5 PM

Friday: 3 PM—9 PM

Friday: 7 AM—3 PM

Saturday: 10 AM—6 PM
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Kitchen Trends for 2016
The kitchen will always be the heart of a home, so whether you’re building a new home or remodeling your existing keep
these trends in mind.


Larger islands have become a kitchen centerpiece for everything from food prep to casual dining.



White and gray cabinets will be the dominant choices through 2016.



Clever storage solutions are a popular cabinet upgrade. Some popular options include rollout trash

bins, hidden electronic charging stations, multi-tier drawers and
slender pull-out cabinets.


Quartz countertops will continue to be the most popular choice for kitchens thanks
to their durability.



Apron sinks are popular for all design styles and come in a variety of sizes and
materials including stainless steel and copper.



Touch or motion kitchen faucets are gaining popularity in the kitchen. They improve
functionality and cleanliness in the kitchen and are available in many styles.



In new homes, the kitchen sink & faucet is still one of the most popular upgrades—
especially among plumbing fixtures!

To learn more about plumbing fixture options for your kitchen call Lori or Julie with Northern
Plains Plumbing at (701) 222-2155.

ADAM’S HVAC SERVICE TIP OF THE MONTH

HVAC PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE
We are now offering preventative maintenance
service plans for HVAC systems. These include
discounts on:



System Checks



Repairs



Filter Replacements



And More!

You can find more information at
www.northern-plains.com/preventativemaintenance.aspx

You can save as much as 30% on energy bills by covering up
drafty windows & doors and sealing air leaks, according to
the Department of Energy. A rolled-up towel is an easy and
cheap way to stop a draft. You can also fill a scrap of fabric
with sand to create a sturdier seal. Temporarily cover up
windows with insulating plastic, which helps keep heat in.
Drafts can affect the thermostat reading too, so these simple
fixes may solve more than one winter energy challenge.

Employee Anniversaries
Plumbing

HVAC

Russ L.—Feb. 4—3 years

Scott S.—Feb. 14—16 years

Todd B.—Feb. 11—3 years
Brock W.—Feb. 19—15 years

